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Eswar Anandan(07 August 1980)
 
Eswar is eGardener of EzeeSolve Business Solutions, an end to end IT solutions
provider. He chooses to see Cancer as a word not a sentence. His campaign “We
CAN CERtainly fight CANCER together” aims to create maximum awareness
among people about cancer and help remove some of the fear and myths
surrounding it and ensure that the incidence of it being detected in the last
stages is reduced drastically.
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Chained N Caged
 
Insects swarming in hundreds
Birds chasing each other
Followed by a gliding eagle
Sky turning to crimson hue
Beautiful n bountiful,  
Magical nature 
Free to all, selfless n endless…
 
Caged in pots, filled with water
A single flower smiles...
Wagging its tail, running around
Barking at passers-by, chained
Jumping as if to escape
Confused n startled, a cat whiskers…
 
Born free, chained by nature
Choices aplenty, listening to none...
Faking n fighting, polluting n colluding
Victims of destiny, crafted by self…
 
Its time to realise n release
The cage of life, locked by thoughts
Live a  life, selfless n endless...
 
Eswar Anandan
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For A Living...
 
A smile on his face
Wearing dark shades
With a whistle
Inviting people to dine
 
Dressed funny
Each day different
Playing clown
Bringing smiles
 
Drama people play
Faces people make
Each for a living
For a life they gave
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Let Me Kiss You
 
She said, she wanted to kiss me
Next to me, so beautiful
I said, 'no, not now'
Travelling the road alone
The journey full of pits
I was tempted.. But I said no…
 
Let me kiss you
And embrace..
'No, not now'
My creation of plasma
Yellow, green and red
hard, and painful
I was tempted.. But I said no…
 
Let me kiss you
How long you run away…
'No, not now'
Looking at mirror..
I saw a stranger
I was tempted.. But I said no…
 
Let me kiss you
And show you peace…
'No, not now'
Memories came rushing
I wanted to live again
I was tempted.. But I said no…
 
Let me kiss you
And show you bliss..
All I could say is…
 
I was a baby again
Speaking language of love
Words aplenty, a thousand thoughts
All I could say is …
 
A single word so beautiful
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A single word for all my thoughts
A single word for all my expressions…
All I could say is …
 
Let me kiss you
Its many years now
How far will you go on..
And I let her…
 
There I lay with her
so beautiful yet at peace
I CAN now CERtainly go
To where I belong…
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Trinty's Traverse
 
The Angel made
with shades of love
Traversed a long night
In a maze of adventure
 
Riding along the roads of chaos
Pristine crescent guiding her way
Beautiful companion talking along
Moving slowly lanes of history
 
Carrying loads of memory
Flying high towards the gateway
The night still young
The journey long
 
Dressed colorful by the side of road
Some stood waiting and waving
Roaring waves empty lanes
Talking history some made of blood
 
Driving pillion exploring lanes
Taste buds filled with tales of street
Flying high, the journey ends
Angel walks to where she is destined
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